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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention is in the field of household
and decorative appliances, specifically, a flames/smoke
simulating device or system and the related methods for
producing simulated flames/smoke.

Background

[0002] Following an improvement in standards of liv-
ing, household living has been transformed with smart
living, aesthetically-pleasing and minimalistic approach-
es. The fireplace is a traditional household article that
has been transformed over the years to reflect such
changes in modern lifestyle approaches. Specifically,
strict adherence to municipal building codes (especially
in fire safety considerations) are necessary while meeting
the desire and needs of fireplace installation procedures.
Furthermore, it is impracticable or impossible to install
fireplaces in high-rise buildings since modern building
construction methods or fire safety standards do not con-
sider their usage. While modern heating devices may be
an alternative to provide warmth (as traditionally accom-
plished by fireplaces), the visual effects of the flames
and/or smoke generated by a fireplace are lacking in
modern day, purpose built heating devices. Such flames
and/or smoke may provide one with an aesthetically
pleasing sight (for example within a living room, or at a
place of accommodation), leading to a heightened sen-
sory enjoyment of the built environment.
[0003] Currently, devices or systems suitable for
flames/smoke simulation are available, for example, in
US8136276 and US8413358. However, these devices
do not produce highly-realistic flames/smoke, or are not
considered smart (i.e., they cannot be electronically con-
nected to other devices or networks via different wireless
protocols such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 2/3/4G, or infra-red
(IR) transmissions to operate either interactively and/or
autonomously.
[0004] In addition, currently available devices or sys-
tems suitable for the simulation of fireplace flames/smoke
require much space for an adequate installation. This
may be due to the requirement of a fan or fans (as posi-
tioned in designed manner) in the devices or systems
which necessarily require additionally designed voids to
enable the intake and forced movement of air to create
the desired simulated flames and/or smoke. As such,
these devices or systems are generally constructed in a
relatively complicated or bulky fashion (for example, as
described in EP2029941 and GB2552789), and may lack
an ease of maintenance when required. Furthermore,
the appearance of the simulated flames and/or smoke
may not be readily controllable in degree (for example,
as visually stronger or weaker flames and/or form (for
instance, in differing color hues or tones), resulting in a
simulated flames/smoke effect that may not be as real-

istic as visually desired.
[0005] The device and system in the current applica-
tion not only simulates highly-realistic flames/smoke, but
also serves one or more secondary purposes as the fol-
lowing: a humidifier and/or an air freshener or purifier; in
addition, it also presents the characteristic of having the
abilities to reduce self-generated noise, and to automat-
ically selfclean its contained tank and fluid channel. Fur-
thermore, the device or system in the present application
requires minimal space or void considerations in its in-
stallation procedure, therefore reducing the amount of
time and effort required for installation.
[0006] In view of the above, the presently disclosed
technology is put forth.
[0007] JPS55164441 in the abstract states "PUR-
POSE:To remove a strain of a wire passing through a
working portion at least under moving by a tension and
an electrical heating by a method wherein a working cur-
rent is conducted from rollers being applied with a braking
force to the wire electrode within a working gap. CON-
STITUTION:A wire electrode 1 between rollers 2, 3 is
moving into an arrow sign direction under tensed condi-
tion due to a braking force applied to the rollers 2 and a
tension caused by the rollers 3. An electric current is
flowed from an electric source 7 to the wire 1 through the
rollers 2, 3 and an electric discharge and the like are
effected between a work to work it, therefore, the wire
electrode 1 from the rollers 2, 3 to a working portion op-
posing to the work 6 is heated by Joule heat generated
by the flowing electric current. A strain or the like of the
wire electrode passing through the working portion being
moved by this heat and the above described tension may
easily be removed by this constitution."
[0008] EP 3267112 in the abstract states "A hearth-
fire simulating apparatus having a fire-bed simulation
cover covering an internal space in its housing and having
at least one open passage in the cover. In the housing a
container bounding a nebulizing chamber for holding a
liquid, an ultrasonic transducer having a transducing sur-
face positioned in the container for generating mist above
liquid in the container and a mist distributor bounding an
elongated mist distributing chamber for distributing mist
in longitudinal direction of the mist distributing chamber
are arranged. The mist distributing chamber communi-
cates with the nebulizing chamber via a mist passage
above the container. An inlet of means for causing a flow
of air through the mist-distributing chamber is located
above the mist passage."

Summary

[0009] The present invention is set out in the independ-
ent claims, with some optional features set out in the
claims dependent thereto.
[0010] The present invention defines a flames/ smoke
simulating device according to claim 1.
[0011] Advantageously, such a flames/smoke simulat-
ing device described above is able to provide a highly
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realistic simulation of flames/smoke. Further advanta-
geously, such simulation does not require the burning of
fuels or feedstock to achieve a similar effect, thereby en-
suring a clean operating process with pollution free re-
sults. Yet further advantageously, such a flames/smoke
simulating device provides both a mist chamber and air
chamber to enable the creation of highly realistic
flames/smoke movements at the interactive concurrence
of mist-air and air exiting from the inclined and straight
out outlets (these outlets are respectively positioned on
the mist and air chambers). Yet even further advanta-
geously, the light source of the flames/smoke simulating
device provides a means of illuminating the coupled mist-
air and air, effectively causing an observer of the simu-
lated flames/smoke to perceive them as having an ele-
vated temperature. The flames/smoke simulating device
also ensures ease of installation within accommodating
spaces (for instance within the top surfaces of household
furniture like sideboards or tables) since the flow inlet of
the device is advantageously positioned on the outer cov-
ering to allow air surrounding the device to be drawn into
both the mist and air chambers.
[0012] The present invention defines a method of sim-
ulating flames/smoke according to claim 13.
[0013] Advantageously, the method described in the
second aspect allows the creation of highly realistic sim-
ulated flames/smoke due to the interactive process of
the motion of the exiting mist-air particles from the in-
clined outlet coupled with the movement of the exiting air
from the straight out outlet. Further advantageously, the
resulting simulated flames/smoke when illuminated by
the light source appear as a highly random, upward mov-
ing particulate phase which conveys to an observer the
highly realistic visual effect of open, smoky flames.
[0014] A further embodiment is defined in method
claim 14.
[0015] Advantageously, the method described in the
third aspect allows the creation of highly realistic simu-
lated flames/smoke due to the interactive process of the
motion of the exiting mist-air particles from the inclined
outlet coupled with the movement of the exiting air from
the straight out outlet. Further advantageously, the re-
sulting simulated flames/smoke when illuminated by the
light source appear as a highly random, upward moving
particulate phase which conveys to an observer the high-
ly realistic visual effect of open, smoky flames. Yet even
further advantageously, the strength and/or color of the
formed simulated flames/smoke may be wirelessly con-
trolled via the use of a mobile end terminal or a remote
control device.
[0016] A further embodiment is defined in claim 7.
[0017] Advantageously, such a flames/smoke simulat-
ing system described above is able to provide a highly
realistic simulation of flames and/or smoke. Further ad-
vantageously, such simulation does not require the burn-
ing of fuels or feedstock to achieve a similar effect, there-
by ensuring a clean operating process with pollution free
results. Yet further advantageously, such a

flames/smoke simulating system provides both mist
chamber and air chambers in the flames/smoke simulat-
ing system to enable the creation of highly realistic
flames/smoke movements at the interactive coupling of
mist-air and air exiting from the inclined and straight out
outlets (these outlets are respectively positioned on the
mist and air chambers). Yet even further advantageously,
the light sources of the flames/smoke simulating system
provides the means to illuminate the coupled mist-air and
air which originate from the mist and air chambers of both
the flames/smoke simulating device and extension mod-
ule as comprised in the flames/smoke simulating system,
effectively causing an observer of the simulated
flames/smoke to perceive them as having an elevated
temperature. The flames/smoke simulating system ad-
vantageously allows ease of installation (in addition to a
concealed installation) within accommodating spaces
(for instance within the top surfaces of household furni-
ture like sideboards or tables) since the flow inlets of the
flames/smoke simulating device and the extension mod-
ule may be advantageously positioned on the outer cov-
erings of the device and extension module to allow air
surrounding the system to be drawn into the mist and air
chambers of the flames/smoke simulating system. Yet
further, the flames/smoke simulating system not only al-
lows for a scale-up of the desired length of simulated
flames and/or smoke, but advantageously allows such a
scale-up to be achieved with material cost savings (for
example, since the flames/smoke simulating system re-
quires only a single, common electronic board to elec-
tronically control the workings of the flames/smoke sim-
ulating device and extension module as comprised in the
flames/smoke simulating system).

Definitions

[0018] The following words and terms used herein shall
have the meaning indicated:

The term "mist" should be taken to refer to airborne
liquid particles or droplets generated by the action
of an ultrasonic transducer or the like on a liquid, and
more especially to clouds or streams of such parti-
cles or droplets.

The term "mist-air" should be taken to refer to a mix-
ture of mist and air.

[0019] The use of a slash (/), for instance in "A/B" is to
be taken to mean A and B or B and A, e.g. smoke/flames
refers to "smoke and flames" or "flames and smoke".
[0020] The term "pipe" or "pipeline" as used in the
present specification refers to a tube (regardless of
length), which is used to convey a fluid or fluids; the terms
"pipe" and "pipeline" may be interchangeably used.
[0021] The phrase "hydraulically linked" as used in the
present specification refers to an interconnected state of
a fluid or fluids, including gases, vapors or liquids.
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[0022] The words "essentially" and "substantially" do
not exclude "completely" e.g. a composition which is
"substantially free" from Y may be completely free from
Y. Where necessary, the word "substantially" may be
omitted from the definition of the invention.
[0023] Unless specified otherwise, the terms "compris-
ing" and "comprise", and grammatical variants thereof,
are intended to represent "open" or "inclusive" language
such that they include recited elements but also permit
inclusion of additional, unrecited elements.
[0024] As used herein, the term "about", typically
means +/- 10% of the stated value, more typically +/- 9%
of the stated value, more typically +/- 8% of the stated
value, more typically +/- 7% of the stated value, more
typically +/-6% of the stated value, more typically +/- 5%
of the stated value, more typically +/- 4% of the stated
value, more typically +/- 3% of the stated value, more
typically +/-2% of the stated value, more typically +/- 1%
of the stated value, and even more typically +/- 0.5% of
the stated value.
[0025] The term "slightly", in the context of any value
described in the specification means typically +/- 10% of
the stated value, more typically +/- 9% of the stated value,
more typically +/- 8% of the stated value, more typically
+/-7% of the stated value, more typically +/- 6% of the
stated value, more typically +/- 5% of the stated value,
more typically +/- 4% of the stated value, more typically
+/-3% of the stated value, more typically, +/- 2% of the
stated value, more typically +/- 1% of the stated value,
and even more typically +/- 0.5% of the stated value.
[0026] The word "similar" is to be inferred as "compa-
rable with" with the intention to neglect any non-major
and/or minor features present.
[0027] Throughout this disclosure, certain embodi-
ments may be disclosed in a range format. It should be
understood that the description in range format is merely
for convenience and brevity and should not be construed
as an inflexible limitation on the scope of the disclosed
ranges. Accordingly, the description of a range should
be considered to have specifically disclosed all the pos-
sible sub-ranges as well as individual numerical values
within that range. For example, the description of a range
such as from 1 to 6 should be considered to have spe-
cifically disclosed sub-ranges such as from 1 to 3, from
1 to 4, from 1 to 5, from 2 to 4, from 2 to 6, from 3 to 6
etc., as well as individual numbers within that range, for
example, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. This applies regardless of
the breadth of the range.

Disclosure of Examples and Embodiments

[0028] In an example of the first aspect, the longest
dimension of the outer covering is about 50cm. In a fur-
ther embodiment, the outer covering may be constructed
of metal and/or plastic materials.
[0029] In an example, the ultrasound mist generator is
of a working ultrasound frequency selected from the
range of frequencies between about 20kHz to about

1000kHz. In a further embodiment, the ultrasound mist
generator may be disc-shaped and having a diameter
selected from between about 10mm to about 80mm. In
yet a further embodiment, the ultrasound mist generator
may have an atomization quantity selected from between
10mL/h to 1000mL/h. In one embodiment, the ultrasound
mist generator is of the piezoelectric transducer type.
[0030] In an embodiment, the mist chamber (1) and/or
air chamber ( 2) as shown in Figure 2a, Figure 2b and
Figure 5 may be constructed of a plastic material, for
example, polyethylene (PE), high-density polyethylene
(HDPE), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyethylene
terephthalate (PET or PETE), polypropylene (PP), poly-
carbonate (PC), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),
polyoxymethylene (POM) and acrylonitrile butadiene sty-
rene (ABS).
[0031] In an example, the mist chamber fan (3) and/or
the air chamber fan (4) as shown in Figure 2a and Figure
2b may be operable from 1 to about 10000 rpm.
[0032] In an example, the light source (5) as shown in
Figure 3 may be red-green-blue (RGB) light emitting di-
odes (LEDs). In another embodiment, the light source
may consist of filters to allow either the dispersion or the
focusing of light rays to be provided for.
[0033] In an example, the electronic board is a printed
circuit board (PCB). In yet another embodiment, the elec-
tronic board is concealed within the outer covering.
[0034] In an embodiment, as shown in Figure 4, the
length of the flow outlet (17) is about the length of the top
cover (7). In another embodiment, the length of the flow
inlet (11) is about the length of the top cover (7).
[0035] In yet another embodiment, the ratio of the width
of the flow outlet may be about 2 to about 10 times the
width of the flow inlet. In a particular embodiment, the
width of the flow outlet is about 5cm to about 10cm. In
another particular embodiment, the width of the flow inlet
is about 0.5cm to about 2.5cm.
[0036] In an example, the flow outlet (17) is present in
the central position of the top cover (7), as shown in Fig-
ure 4.
[0037] In an embodiment, the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device further comprises a fluid tank and at least a
fluid pump; the fluid tank may be constructed of a plastic
material, for example, polyethylene (PE), high density
polyethylene (HDPE), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE),
polyethylene terephthalate (PET or PETE), polypropyl-
ene (PP), polycarbonate (PC), poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), polyoxymethylene (POM) and acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS). In another embodiment, the
fluid pump is a diaphragm pump.
[0038] In an embodiment, the ultrasound mist gener-
ator is positioned within the fluid channel of the mist
chamber; further wherein the bottom position of the fluid
channel consists of a fluid flow opening; the fluid flow
opening may be adapted to a quick-release type pipe
connector. The fluid channel and the fluid tank may be
linked with a pipe, of which the material of the pipe may
be silicone-based, polytetrafluoroethylene (PT-
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FE)-based, polyvinyl chloride (PVC)-based or made of
polyolefins. In another embodiment, the fluid tank is sep-
arately linked to the at least one fluid pump and/or fluid
source; the fluid may be water, or a mixture of water and
oils suitable for aromatherapy (for example, lavender,
eucalyptus, peppermint, tea tree, jojoba, chamomile,
rose, oregano, jasmine, copaiba, bergamot, neroli, lem-
on balm, pomegranate, frankincense oils) .
[0039] In an embodiment, the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device contains a fluid channel and tank; the fluid
channel and fluid tank each contains a fluid level sensor;
the fluid sensor may be of one of the types of level sensing
technologies: level gauges, flotation devices, displacers,
bubblers, differential pressure transmitting devices, load
cells, capacitance transmittance devices, ultrasonic level
transmitting devices and laser level transmitters.
[0040] In an embodiment, the mist chamber consists
of a mist generating chamber and linkage assembly; the
linkage assembly consists of a baseplate and linkage
member; the baseplate or linkage member may be fab-
ricated using metal, metal alloys or plastic. In another
embodiment, the linkage member may be connected to
the baseplate at one or more positions. In an embodi-
ment, the linkage member is connected to the baseplate
at two positions and takes on a "Π" shape. In another
specific embodiment, the linkage member is detachable
from the mist chamber.
[0041] In another embodiment, the electronic board
contains a controller and wireless module; the controller
may be connected to a mobile end terminal via the wire-
less module, or connected directly with a remote control
device; the mobile end terminal may be a mobile com-
puting device (e.g. mobile phone or a tablet computer)
installed with the necessary application software to con-
trol one or more of the target components (e.g. the light
source, the mist chamber and/or air chamber fans) of the
flames/smoke simulating device; the remote control de-
vice may use infra-red (IR) rays to control one or more
of the as-mentioned target components; the mobile com-
puting device may use wireless technologies like Wi-Fi
(2.4GHz, 3.6GHz or 5.8GHz) or Bluetooth (2.4GHz) to
control one or more of the as-mentioned target compo-
nents.
[0042] In an embodiment, the inclined outlet of the mist
chamber may be inclined at an angle between 30° - 70°
with reference to the horizon. In another embodiment,
the angle of inclination effectively allows the inclined out-
let to lean towards the side of the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device where the air chamber is positioned.
[0043] In an embodiment of the second aspect, the
step of filling the fluid channel is carried out through the
discharge of fluid from a filled fluid tank; the fluid tank is
initially filled via the pipe which links it to the fluid pump
and/or fluid source. In one embodiment, the fluid is water.
In another embodiment, the fluid source is tap water.
[0044] In another embodiment, steps (b) and (d) of the
second aspect are carried out when the inclined outlet is
inclined at an angle between 30° - 70° with reference to

the horizon, further in which the angle of inclination ef-
fectively allows the inclined outlet to lean towards the
side of the flames/smoke simulating device where the air
chamber is positioned.
[0045] In an embodiment, step (e) is carried out with
the light source being red-green-blue (RGB) light emitting
diodes (LEDs). In another embodiment, the RGB LED
light source may consist of modifiers to allow either the
dispersion or the focusing of light rays to be provided for.
[0046] In an embodiment of the third aspect, the step
of filling the fluid channel is carried out through the dis-
charge of fluid from a filled fluid tank; the fluid tank is
initially filled via the pipe which links it to the fluid pump
and/or fluid source. In another embodiment, the fluid is
water. In yet another embodiment, the fluid source is tap
water.
[0047] In another embodiment, steps (b) and (d) of the
third aspect are carried out when the inclined outlet is
inclined at an angle between 30° - 70° with reference to
the horizon, further in which the angle of inclination ef-
fectively allows the inclined outlet to lean towards the
side of the flames/smoke simulating device where the air
chamber is positioned.
[0048] In an embodiment, step (e) of the third aspect
is carried out with the light source being red-green-blue
(RGB) light emitting diodes (LEDs). In another embodi-
ment, the RGB LED light source may consist of modifiers
to allow either the dispersion or the focusing of light rays
to be provided for.
[0049] In an embodiment, step (f) of the third aspect is
carried out via the use of a mobile end terminal; the mobile
end terminal is a mobile computing device (e.g. mobile
phone or a tablet computer) installed with the necessary
application software to control the strength and/or color
of the formed simulated flames/smoke; the mobile com-
puting device may use wireless technologies like Wi-Fi
(2.4GHz, 3.6GHz or 5.8GHz) or Bluetooth (2.4GHz) to
control to control the strength and/or color of the formed
simulated flames/smoke. In another embodiment, step
(f) of the third aspect is carried out when the remote con-
trol device uses infra-red (IR) rays to control the strength
and/or color of the formed simulated flames/smoke.
[0050] In an embodiment of the fourth aspect, the long-
est dimension of the top cover is about 100cm to 300cm.
In a further embodiment, the outer covering may be con-
structed of metal and/or plastic materials.
[0051] In an embodiment, each of the ultrasound mist
generators is of a working ultrasound frequency selected
from the range of frequencies between about 20kHz to
about 1000kHz. In a further embodiment, each of the
ultrasound mist generators may be disc-shaped and hav-
ing a diameter selected from between about 10mm to
about 80mm. In yet a further embodiment, each of the
ultrasound mist generators may have an atomization
quantity selected from between 10mL/h to 1000mL/h. In
one embodiment, each of the ultrasound mist generators
is of the piezoelectric transducer type.
[0052] In an embodiment, each of the mist chambers
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and/or each of the air chambers may be constructed of
a plastic material, for example, polyethylene (PE), high-
density polyethylene (HDPE), polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET or PETE), poly-
propylene (PP), polycarbonate (PC), poly(methyl meth-
acrylate) (PMMA), polyoxymethylene (POM) and acrylo-
nitrile butadiene styrene (ABS).
[0053] In an embodiment, each of the mist chamber
fans and/or each of the air chamber fans may be operable
from 1 to about 10000 rpm.
[0054] In an embodiment, each of the light sources
may be red-green-blue (RGB) light emitting diodes
(LEDs). In another embodiment, each of the light sources
may consist of modifiers to allow either the dispersion or
the focusing of light rays to be provided for.
[0055] In an embodiment, the electronic board is a
printed circuit board (PCB). In yet another embodiment,
the electronic board is concealed within the outer cover-
ing.
[0056] In an embodiment, as shown in Figure 15, the
length of the flow outlet (17) is about the length of the top
cover (7). In another embodiment, the length of the flow
inlet (11) is about the length of the top cover (7).
[0057] In an embodiment, the flow outlet is present in
the central position of the top cover. In yet another em-
bodiment, the ratio of the width of the flow outlet may be
about 2 to about 10 times the width of the flow inlet. In a
particular embodiment, the width of the flow outlet is
about 5cm to about 10cm. In another particular embod-
iment, the width of the flow inlet is about 0.5cm to about
2.5cm.
[0058] In an embodiment, the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device and the extension module each further con-
sists of a fluid tank; overall, the flames/smoke simulating
system further consists of at least a fluid pump; each of
the fluid tanks may be constructed of a plastic material,
for example, polyethylene (PE), high density polyethyl-
ene (HDPE), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyethyl-
ene terephthalate (PET or PETE), polypropylene (PP),
polycarbonate (PC), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),
polyoxymethylene (POM) and acrylonitrile butadiene sty-
rene (ABS). In another embodiment, the fluid pump is a
diaphragm pump.
[0059] In an embodiment, each of the ultrasound mist
generators is positioned respectively within each of the
fluid channels of the mist chambers; further wherein each
of the bottom positions of each of the fluid channels con-
sists of a fluid flow opening; each of the fluid flow openings
may be adapted to a quick-release type pipe connector.
Each of the fluid channels and each of the fluid tanks
may be linked with pipelines, of which the material of the
pipelines may be silicone-based, polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE)-based, polyvinyl chloride (PVC)-based or made
of polyolefins. In another embodiment, each of the fluid
tanks may in turn be linked to the at least one fluid pump
and/or fluid source (for example, as shown in Figure 12
and Figure 16); the fluid may be water, or a mixture of
water and oils suitable for aromatherapy (for example,

lavender, eucalyptus, peppermint, tea tree, jojoba, cham-
omile, rose, oregano, jasmine, copaiba, bergamot, neroli,
lemon balm, pomegranate, frankincense oils).
[0060] In an embodiment, the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device and extension module each contains a fluid
channel and fluid tank; each of the fluid channels contains
a fluid level sensor while the fluid tank of the extension
module contains a fluid level sensor as well. The fluid
sensor may be of one of the types of level sensing tech-
nologies: level gauges, flotation devices, displacers, bub-
blers, differential pressure transmitting devices, load
cells, capacitance transmittance devices, ultrasonic level
transmitting devices and laser level transmitters.
[0061] In an embodiment, the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device and the extension module each contains a
mist chamber; the mist chambers each consists of a mist
generating chamber and linkage assembly; the linkage
assembly consists of a baseplate and linkage member;
the baseplate or linkage member may be fabricated using
metal, metal alloys or plastic. In another embodiment,
each of the linkage members may be connected to the
corresponding baseplate at one or more positions. In a
specific embodiment, each of the linkage members is
connected to the corresponding baseplate at two posi-
tions and takes on a "Π" shape. In another specific em-
bodiment, each of the linkage members is detachable
from each of the corresponding mist chamber.
[0062] In another embodiment, the electronic board
contains a controller and wireless module; the controller
may be connected to a mobile end terminal via the wire-
less module, or connected directly to a remote control
device; the mobile end terminal may be a mobile com-
puting device (e.g. mobile phone or a tablet computer)
installed with the necessary application software to con-
trol one or more of the target components (e.g. each of
the light sources, each of the mist chambers fans and/or
each of the air chamber fans); the remote control device
may use infra-red (IR) rays to control one or more of the
as-mentioned target components; the mobile computing
device may use wireless technologies like Wi-Fi (2.4GHz,
3.6GHz or 5.8GHz) or Bluetooth (2.4GHz) to control one
or more of the as-mentioned target components.
[0063] In an embodiment, each of the inclined outlets
of the mist chambers may be inclined at an angle between
30° - 70° with reference to the horizon. In another em-
bodiment, the angle of inclination effectively allows each
of the inclined outlets to lean towards each of the side of
the flames/smoke simulating device or extension module
where each of the air chambers is positioned.
[0064] In an embodiment of the fifth aspect, the step
of filling each of the fluid channels is carried out through
the discharge of fluid from each of the filled fluid tanks;
each of the fluid tanks is filled in turn starting with the
fluid tank of the flames/smoke simulating device via the
pipeline which links it to a fluid pump and fluid source
(see Figure 12 or Figure 16). In a specific embodiment,
the fluid is water. In another embodiment, the fluid source
is tap water.
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[0065] In another embodiment, steps (b) and (d) of the
fifth aspect are carried out when each the inclined outlets
is inclined at an angle between 30° - 70° with reference
to the horizon, further in which the angle of inclination
effectively allows each of the inclined outlets to lean to-
wards the side of the flames/smoke simulating device
where each of the corresponding air chambers is posi-
tioned.
[0066] In an embodiment, step (e) is carried out with
each of the light sources being red-green-blue (RGB)
light emitting diodes (LEDs). In another embodiment,
each of the RGB LED light source may consist of modi-
fiers to allow either the dispersion or the focusing of light
rays to be provided for.
[0067] In an embodiment of the sixth aspect, the step
of filling each of the fluid channels is carried out through
the discharge of fluid from each of the filled fluid tanks;
each of the fluid tanks is filled in turn starting with the
fluid tank of the flames/smoke simulating device via the
pipe which links it to a fluid pump and fluid source. In a
specific embodiment, the fluid is water. In another em-
bodiment, the fluid source is tap water.
[0068] In another embodiment, steps (b) and (d) of the
fifth aspect are carried out when each the inclined outlets
is inclined at an angle between 30° - 70° with reference
to the horizon, further in which the angle of inclination
effectively allows each of the inclined outlets to lean to-
wards the side of the flames/smoke simulating device
where each of the corresponding air chambers is posi-
tioned.
[0069] In an embodiment, step (e) is carried out with
each of the light sources being red-green-blue (RGB)
light emitting diodes (LEDs). In another embodiment,
each of the RGB LED light source may consist of modi-
fiers to allow either the dispersion or the focusing of light
rays to be provided for.
[0070] In an embodiment, step (f) of the sixth aspect
is carried out via the use of a mobile end terminal; the
mobile end terminal is a mobile computing device (e.g.
mobile phone or a tablet computer) installed with the nec-
essary application software to control the strength and/or
color of the formed simulated flames/smoke; the mobile
computing device may use wireless technologies like Wi-
Fi (2.4GHz, 3.6GHz or 5.8GHz) or Bluetooth (2.4GHz)
to control to control the strength and/or color of the formed
simulated flames/smoke. In another embodiment, step
(f) of the third aspect is carried out when the remote con-
trol device uses infra-red (IR) rays to control the strength
and/or color of the formed simulated flames/smoke.

Brief Description Of Drawings

[0071] The accompanying drawings illustrate dis-
closed embodiments and serve to explain the principles
of the disclosed embodiments. It is to be understood,
however, that the drawings are designed for purposes of
illustration only, and not as a definition of the limits of the
invention.

Fig. 1 shows the cross-sectional view of an embod-
iment of the flames/smoke simulating device.

Fig. 2a shows an embodiment of the mist chamber
(1), mist chamber fan (3) and air chamber (2) of the
flames/smoke simulating device.

Fig. 2b shows an embodiment of the air chamber
(2), air chamber fan (4) and mist chamber (1) of the
flames/smoke simulating device.

Fig. 3 shows the interior components of an embod-
iment of the flames/smoke simulating device.

Fig. 4 shows an embodiment of the flames/smoke
simulating device with top cover (7) and side plates
(8) installed.

Fig. 5 shows an embodiment of the mist chamber
(1), mist generator chamber (21), mist chamber cap
(20), inclined outlet (12) and mist chamber fan (3) of
the flames/smoke simulating device.

Fig. 6 shows an embodiment of the linkage assembly
(18) (including linkage member (18a), baseplate
(18c) and handle (18c)) with an ultrasound mist gen-
erator (6) installed on the baseplate.

Fig. 7 shows the interior components of another em-
bodiment of the flames/smoke simulating device with
a bottom plate (23) .

Fig. 8 shows a schematic flow diagram of the work-
ings of an embodiment of the flame/smoke simulat-
ing device.

Fig. 9A shows an embodiment of the mist chambers
(1A, 1B) and mist chamber fans (21A, 21B), inclined
outlets (12A, 12B) and mist chamber caps (20A,
20B) of the flames/smoke simulating system (single
extension device).

Fig. 9B shows the corresponding embodiment of the
air chambers (2A, 2B) and air chamber fans (4A, 4B)
of the flames/smoke simulating system as shown in
Fig. 9A.

Fig. 10 shows the interior components of an embod-
iment of the flames/smoke simulating system (single
extension device), complete with solenoid (refilling)
valves (16A, 16B) .

Fig. 11 shows an embodiment of the flames/smoke
simulating system (single extension device) with top
cover (7) and side plates (8) installed.

Fig. 12 shows a schematic flow diagram of the work-
ings of an embodiment of the flame/smoke simulat-
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ing system (single extension device).

Fig. 13a shows an embodiment of the mist chambers
(1A, 1B, 1C), mist chamber fans (3A, 3B, 3C), mist
generator chambers (21A, 21B, 21C) and inclined
outlets (12A, 12B, 12C) of the flames/smoke simu-
lating system (two extension devices).

Fig. 13b shows the corresponding embodiment of
the air chambers (2A, 2B, 2C) and air chamber fans
(4A, 4B, 4C) of the flames/smoke simulating system
as shown in Fig. 13a.

Fig. 14 shows the interior components of an embod-
iment of the flames/smoke simulating system (two
extension devices), complete with fluid tanks (15A,
15B, 15C), mist generator chambers (21A, 21B,
21C), mist generator caps (20A, 20B, 20C) and so-
lenoid (refilling) valves (16A, 16B, 16C).

Fig. 15 shows an embodiment of the flames/smoke
simulating system (two extension devices) with top
cover (7) and side plates (8) installed.

Fig. 16 shows a schematic flow diagram of the work-
ings of an embodiment of the flame/smoke simulat-
ing system (two extension devices).

Fig. 17a shows a picture of an embodiment of the
flame/smoke simulating device in operation and gen-
erating highly-realistic simulated flames/smoke due
to the synergistic coupling of exiting mist from its mist
chamber and exiting air from its air chamber.

Fig. 17b shows a picture of an embodiment of the
flame/smoke simulating device in operation and gen-
erating simulated flames/smoke of less than desired
realism when synergistic coupling of the exiting mist
and air are not present as per the scenario in Fig. 17a.

Examples

[0072] Non-limiting examples of the invention will be
further described in greater detail by reference to specific
Examples. These examples should not be construed as
in any way limiting the scope of the invention.

Example 1: Flames/smoke simulation using 
flames/smoke simulating device

[0073] As shown in Figures 1-4, the flames/smoke sim-
ulating device comprises an outer covering (made up of
a top cover (7) and a corresponding quantity of side plates
(8) ), an ultrasound mist generator (6), a mist chamber
(1) and a mist chamber fan (3), an air chamber (2) and
an air chamber fan (4), a light source (5), an electronic
board; the outer covering consists of a flow outlet (17)
and a flow inlet (11); the ultrasound mist generator (6) is

positioned within the mist chamber (1); the mist chamber
fan (3) is positioned on the mist chamber (1) which con-
tains an inclined outlet (12); the air chamber fan (4) is
positioned on the air chamber (2) which contains a
straight out outlet (13); the flow inlet (11), mist chamber
(1) and inclined outlet (12) are hydraulically linked when
the flames/smoke simulating device is in operation. The
hydraulic linkage is initiated when air from near the sur-
roundings of the flow inlet (11) is drawn through the flow
inlet due to the action of the mist chamber fan. The air
as drawn-in meets and interacts with the mist (as gener-
ated by the ultrasound mist generator) in the mist cham-
ber; the continuous drawing-in of surrounding air pushes
the mist-air mixture out through the inclined outlet.
[0074] The flow inlet (11), air chamber (2) and straight
out outlet (13) are also hydraulically linked; this hydraulic
linkage is initiated when air from near the surroundings
of the flow inlet is drawn through the flow inlet due to the
action of the air chamber fan. The air as drawn-in then
passes through the air chamber and exits from the
straight out outlet.
[0075] The mist-air phase exiting from the inclined out-
let and the air exiting from the straight out outlet then
concur at the flow outlet (17) and rises in a plume-like
fashion, up to a level above the flow outlet (i.e., the portion
above the flow outlet) to be illuminated by the light source
(5); the light source may consist of RGB LED lights that
can be selected to impart a desired color, for instance,
red or orange hues to simulate the flames and smoke
rising from a burning coal bed. Other colors hues (from
among approximately 16 million color hues) may also be
selected to be imparted, so long as the desired color hues
falls within the RGB LED light source’s color space in
regard of the RGB mixing.
[0076] The ultrasound mist generator, the mist cham-
ber fan, the air chamber fan and the RGB LED light source
are electronically connected to the electronic board
present in the flames/smoke simulating device. A varia-
tion in speed (s) in the mist chamber fan and/or air cham-
ber fan, or a variation in the mixing of colors of the RGB
LED light source may be controlled using the electronic
board via the use of tuning knobs. Higher speeds of the
mist chamber fan and air chamber fans effectively result
in higher reached heights of the simulated flames/smoke
when the exiting mist and exiting air concur (see for ex-
ample, Figure 17a). This imparts to an observer the illu-
sion of a relatively more intense burning process which
accordingly results in the higher reached heights of the
simulated flames/smoke.

Example 2 (Comparative example): Variation in speeds 
and/or operation of the mist chamber fan and air chamber 
fan within the flames/smoke simulating device

[0077] In this example, the mist chamber fan (3) and
the air chamber fan (4) are both in operation. The intensity
of the simulated flames/smoke is directly related to the
speeds at which the mist chamber fan and the air cham-
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ber fan operate at, and the rate at which the mist gener-
ator chamber (6) produces mist: (i) reducing the speeds
of both fans produces a simulated flame (at the portion
above the flow outlet) with reduced intensity, whilst (ii)
increasing the speeds of both fans produces more pro-
nounced simulated flames/smoke (up to the portion
above the flow outlet). In both these instances, the move-
ments of the simulated flames/smoke are highly realistic
due to the intense coupling of both the exiting mist-air
phase and exiting air, as shown in Fig. 17a.
[0078] Comparatively, as shown in Fig. 17b, if the mist
chamber fan operates whilst the air chamber fan does
not operate: (i) any slight reduction in the speed of the
mist chamber fan (or the use of relatively lower speeds)
and/or lowering the rate at which the ultrasound mist gen-
erator generates mist (or the selected use of lower rates
of producing mist) results in a collapsed or collapsing
curtain of mist at the portion above the flow outlet (thereby
producing a mushroom-like plume of flames/smoke); (ii)
increasing the speed of the solely operating mist cham-
ber fan and the rate at which the ultrasound mist gener-
ator generates mist results in greatly reduced simulated
flames/smoke with very limited movement. The condi-
tions as per the comparative example aforementioned
are only capable of unrealistic and uncontrollable simu-
lated flames/smoke and their related movements.

Example 3: Variation in speeds and/or operation of the 
mist chamber fan and air chamber fan within the 
flames/smoke simulating device

[0079] The flow inlet (11) is located at the intersecting
junction of the top cover (7) and a side plate (8). The flow
outlet (17) is positioned at the top of the top cover (7).
The flow inlet (11) is slit-shaped, (e.g. as a slit-shaped
orifice as formed when the top cover and a side plate just
meet or overlap) and located at the intersections of the
top cover (7) and front or back side plates. Air entering
the flames/smoke simulating device through the flow inlet
traverses a tortuous path before exiting from the straight
out outlet (13) or inclined outlet (12). When the
flames/smoke simulating device is required to be in-
stalled within a pedestal (9) (the pedestal may be a cus-
tomized surface like a table top or a sideboard), because
of such positioning of the flow inlet (11) as described
(which requires the traversing of a tortuous path in the
flame simulating device when the flow inlet is positioned
as described), an aesthetically-pleasing installation of
the flames/smoke device can be achieved in terms of not
requiring additional air headspace which traditionally is
necessary for air to be drawn in through a flow inlet.

Example 4: Filling/draining process of the flames/smoke 
simulating device within the flames/smoke simulating de-
vice

[0080] In this example, the flames/smoke simulating
device consists of a fluid tank (15) and two fluid pumps

(fill pump and drain pump) as shown in Figure 8. The
ultrasound mist generator (6) is positioned within the fluid
channel (10) found within the mist chamber (1); a fluid
outlet is positioned close to the bottom of the fluid channel
(10); the top of the fluid tank (15) is equipped with a fluid
top up point and a fluid tank cap (22) as shown in Figure
3, thereby facilitating manual draining and/or addition of
fluid into the fluid tank if desired. As shown in Figure 7,
the fluid channel (10) and fluid tank (15) (of which exem-
plarily the fluid tank is positioned at a level higher than
the fluid channel) are linked by a pipe; furthermore, as
shown in Figure 8, the fluid tank (15), the fill pump, the
drain pump and a fluid reservoir (as the fluid source) are
linked. The fluid inlet of the fluid tank (15) is, in order,
connected to an anti-return valve and the fill pump, there-
by allowing the filling of the fluid tank with fluid from the
fluid reservoir when desired. Another means to provide
a recharge of fluid into the fluid tank (15) is via a pipeline
which in order is connected to a solenoid valve, an anti-
return way valve, a pressure valve and a fluid source tap;
such a setup along this pipeline allows for control of the
fluid flow rate and fluid pressure when supplied with fluid
from the fluid source tap. The fluid drain outlet of the fluid
tank (15) is connected to a release valve through a fluid
release pipe; the fluid drain outlet located close to the
bottom of the fluid channel (within the mist chamber (1))
is connected to another release valve through another
fluid release pipe; both these fluid release pipes meet
and are linked to the drain pump. Suitably selecting/con-
trolling the flow rates and/or fluid pressures allows a flush-
ing of the fluid tank, fluid channel and other related com-
ponents when desired cleaning or maintenance of the
flames/smoke simulating device is to be carried out. In
addition, since the flames/smoke simulating device al-
lows a selection from various methods to top up the fluid
tank such flexibility suitably allows the easily adaptable
use of the flames/smoke simulating device under a wide
range of plumbing considerations.

Example 5: Typical fluid level sensing within the 
flames/smoke simulating device

[0081] The fluid channel (10) and fluid tank (15) of the
flames/smoke simulating device is each installed with a
fluid level sensor (14) (exemplarily shown installed in Fig-
ure 3 upon the fluid tank (15); a refill pipe arises from
near the bottom of the fluid channel (of the mist chamber)
and as connected to the fluid tank (see Figure 8) may be
provided with a refill valve (16) to control the fluid top up
process; the fill pump, the fluid level sensors and refill
valve (16) for controlling the fluid top up process are con-
nected and electronically communicable with the elec-
tronic board. The refill valve (16) controls the fluid flow
in the pipe from the fluid tank to the mist chamber; the
fluid level sensor in the fluid channel (within the mist
chamber) works in tandem with the refill valve (16) and
the level of fluid in the fluid channel (10) to control the
level of fluid to a certain desired level that is suitably ideal
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for the ultrasound mist generator (as positioned within
the fluid channel) to operate effectively. On the other
hand, the fluid level sensor (14) in the fluid tank (15) is
able to detect a low fluid level in the fluid tank and ac-
cordingly send a signal to the electronic board to further
enable one of the fluid sources (e.g. the fluid source tap
or fluid reservoir) to be activated for the refilling of fluid
to be carried out. It is not necessary to activate by hand
the fill pump in the processes of refilling fluid, since a
software application on a mobile terminal or a remote
control may be used to do so. In addition, a smart pro-
grammable sequence may be implemented through the
electronic board to automatically sense levels of fluid in
the fluid channel and fluid tank, control the refilling/re-
lease of fluid, the cleaning of the fluid channel and/or fluid
tank and other relevant components (e.g. pipes) of the
flames/smoke simulating device.

Example 6: Maintenance/replacement of the ultrasound 
mist generator within the flames/smoke simulating de-
vice

[0082] As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the mist chamber
comprises of a mist generator chamber (21) and a linkage
assembly (18); the linkage assembly (18) includes a
baseplate (18b) and linkage member (18a). The ultra-
sound mist generator (6) is installed upon the baseplate
(18b); the linkage assembly is reversibly detachable/in-
stallable from the mist generator chamber (21) below the
mist generator chamber cap (20). A grove is present
throughout the length of the linkage member (18a) to
accommodate water-proofed electrical wiring and to al-
low it to be movable in a vertical sliding fashion within
the mist generator chamber; the linkage member (18a)
is attached to the baseplate (18b) rigidly at one end; a
handle (18c) may be present at the other end. The handle
may be positioned near the opening of the mist generator
chamber. The mist generator cap (20) may be used to
rigidly suppress the handle of the linkage member; since
the baseplate (18b) is in contact with the bottom of the
mist generator chamber, this therefore enables the link-
age assembly and the ultrasound mist generator (6) also
to be securely held in position. When the ultrasound mist
generator (6) is faulty or not operating normally, the mist
generator chamber cap (20) may be removed and the
linkage member (18b) may be moved (via use of the han-
dle) in an upward sliding fashion to remove the linkage
assembly (18) and the ultrasound mist generator (6); the
ultrasound mist generator can thereafter be serviced or
replaced, and the linkage assembly together with the
serviced or a replaced ultrasound mist generator rein-
stalled into the mist generator chamber.

Example 7: Dry contact switches within the flames/smoke 
simulating device

[0083] Exemplarily, the flames/smoke simulating de-
vice includes a voltage supply; the voltage supply may

consist of a dry contact and a 24V dc power supply sock-
et. A fluid refill switch, a fluid release switch, a main power
switch and other switches present may be configured as
dry contacts to allow fluid refilling, fluid release and to
turn the main power supply via a power supply switch
(19) to the flames/smoke simulating device on or off.

Example 8: Filter layers of air chamber and mist chamber 
fans of the flames/smoke simulating device

[0084] Exemplarily, the inlets to the air chamber fan
(4) and mist chamber fan (3) may each be fitted with a
filter layer. The filter layer can be fabricated from carbon
fibers or any suitable filter material (e.g. fabric or poly-
meric material) and can fulfill the purpose of preventing
dust and dirt from directly entering the fans. In addition,
each of the filter layers also serves to physically damp
noise as generated by either fan, thus allowing a quiet
operation of the flames/smoke simulating device.

Example 9: Wireless control of the flames/smoke simu-
lating device

[0085] The electronic board is equipped with a control-
ler and a wireless communication module. The controller
is able to communicate through the wireless module with
a mobile terminal end, or directly with a remote control
device. The wireless communication module may be Wi-
Fi technology, Bluetooth technology or cellular data. The
controller can be used to synergistically control the var-
ious electrical and/or electronic components of the flame
simulating device via the wireless module, or through the
use of the remote control device.

Example 10: Uplift of exiting mist-air mix from mist cham-
ber by exiting air from air chamber within the 
flames/smoke simulating device

[0086] Exemplarily, the inclined outlet of the mist
chamber may be inclined at an angle, for example, be-
tween 30°-70° with reference to the horizon. The exiting
mist-air mix (as generated within the mist chamber (1))
requires to be lifted; the required lifting force is provided
by the air that exits from the straight out outlet (13) of the
air chamber, thereby effecting a majorly vertical move-
ment of the mist-air mix. In an example, the inclined outlet
is inclined at an angle of 45° (with reference to the hori-
zon) and leans towards the side of the air chamber; the
exiting air-mist mix encounters the air from the straight
out outlet (13) and is lifted in an efficient manner to create
a highly-realistic simulation of flames/smoke. The simu-
lated flames/smoke may thereafter be illuminated by the
light source (5).

Example 11: Illumination of the simulated flames/smoke 
within the flames/smoke simulating device

[0087] Exemplarily, the light source (5) includes an or-
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ange colored light bank and a RGB (Red-Green-Blue)
light bank. The orange light bank may consist of multiple
lights positioned at a level below the flow outlet (17). The
RGB light bank may consist of multiple RGB lights, each
having a selectable red, green or blue channel. The RGB
lights are also positioned at a level below the flow outlet
(17). In addition, the RGB light bank may be suitably in-
stalled at a selectable angle of inclination between 30°-
70° (with reference to the horizon, and further in which
the lights of the RGB light bank point towards the formed
simulated flames/smoke), depending on the distance be-
tween the flow outlet (17) and the position of the RGB
light bank. The light rays from the lights of the light banks
may be of a dispersed form (e.g. through the use of light
modifiers like diffusers) to allow the adequate illumination
of the simulated flames/smoke to create highly realistic
simulated flames/smoke.

Example 12: Illumination of the simulated flames/smoke 
using different color(s) within the flames/smoke simulat-
ing device

[0088] Exemplarily, the colors which can be selected
to illuminate the simulated flames/smoke of Example 11
may be achieved by the mixing of the colors that may be
formed and mixed by any combination of red, green, blue
and/or orange. The colors of the simulated flames/smoke
may be controlled and selected using a mobile end ter-
minal or a remote control device. A relevant application
software may be provided at the mobile end terminal or
remote control device for this purpose. The application
software may allow one to select a suitable red, green or
blue channel by providing suitable selection buttons. Ex-
emplarily, the mobile end terminal may be a mobile
phone, a tablet device, or other suitable mobile devices;
for instance on a mobile phone, the software application
may provide a user interface which presents multiple red,
green and blue simulated buttons for selection.

Example 13: Control of the intensity of the simulated 
flames/smoke within the flames/smoke simulating device

[0089] Exemplarily, a relevant application software
may be provided at the mobile end terminal or remote
control device to allow the control of the desired intensity
of the simulated flames/smoke. The mobile end terminal
may be a mobile phone, a tablet device, or other suitable
mobile devices. The application software may be in the
form of a user interface that presents the options to con-
trol the speeds of the mist chamber fan (3) and/or air
chamber fan (4), together with the possibility of control-
ling the rate at which mist is generated by the ultrasound
mist generator (6), the overall desired intensity of the
simulated flames/smoke may then be communicated to
and effected by the controller on the electronic board.

Example 14: Control of the colors and intensity of the 
simulated flames/smoke within the flames/smoke simu-
lating device

[0090] Exemplarily, both the color and the intensity of
the simulated flames/smoke may be controlled. A rele-
vant application software may be provided at the mobile
end terminal or remote control device to allow the control
of the desired color(s) and intensity of the simulated
flames/smoke. The mobile end terminal may be a mobile
phone, a tablet device, or other suitable mobile devices.

Example 15: Humidification/aromatherapy capability of 
the flames/smoke simulating device

[0091] Exemplarily, the mist-air mix as generated by
an operating flame simulating device creates an environ-
ment with increased relative humidity; such a process
serves to humidify the environment and may be desirable
to maintain a comfortable level of humidity suitable for
dry climates. Further exemplarily, an air freshener or fra-
grance essence may be added to the fluid channel (10)
of the flames/smoke simulating device to consequently
create a pleasant aroma around the surroundings exter-
nal to the device.

Example 16: Flames/smoke simulation using 
flames/smoke simulating system

[0092] In this example, the flames/smoke simulating
system comprises a flames/smoke simulating device and
an extension module.
[0093] As shown in Figure 11, the flames/smoke sim-
ulating system (with a single extension device) comprises
an outer covering (made up of a top cover (7) and a cor-
responding quantity of side plates (8)), two ultrasound
mist generators (6A, 6B), two mist chambers (1A, 1B)
each with corresponding mist chamber fan (3A, 3B), two
air chambers (2A, 2B) each with a corresponding an air
chamber fan (4A, 4B), two light sources (5A, 5B), an elec-
tronic board; the outer covering consists of a flow outlet
(17) and a flow inlet (11); each ultrasound mist generator
(6A, 6B) is positioned within each of its mist generator
chamber chambers (21A, 21B) in the corresponding mist
chambers (1A, 1B); each of the mist chamber fans (3A,
3B) is positioned on the corresponding mist chamber (1A,
1B) of which each contains an inclined outlet (12A, 12B);
each air chamber fan (4A, 4B) is positioned on each of
the corresponding air chambers (2A, 2B) of which each
contains a straight out outlet (13A, 13B) (shown in Figure
9b); the flow inlet (11), mist chambers (1A, 1B) and in-
clined outlets (12A, 12B) are hydraulically linked when
the flames/smoke simulating system is in operation. The
hydraulic linkage is initiated when air from near the sur-
roundings of the flow inlet (11) is drawn through the flow
inlet due to the action of each of the mist chamber fans
(3A, 3B). The air as drawn-in meets and interacts with
mist (as generated by both the ultrasound mist genera-
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tors (6A, 6B) in each of the mist chambers (1A, 1B); the
continuous drawing-in of surrounding air pushes the mist-
air mixtures within the mist chambers out through the
inclined outlets (12A, 12B).
[0094] The flow inlet (11), air chambers (2A, 2B) and
straight out outlets (13A, 13B) are also hydraulically
linked; this hydraulic linkage is initiated when air from
near the surroundings of the flow inlet is drawn through
the flow inlet due to the action of the air chamber fans
(4A, 4B). The air as drawn-in then passes through the
air chambers (2A, 2B) and exits from the straight out out-
lets (13A, 13B) .
[0095] The mist-air phase exiting from the inclined out-
let (12A) and air exiting from the straight out outlet (13A)
then concur at the flow outlet (11) and rises in a plume-
like fashion, up to a level above the flow outlet (11) to be
illuminated by the light source (5A). Similarly, the mist-
air phase exiting from the inclined outlet (12B) and air
exiting from the straight out outlet (13B) concur at the
flow outlet (11) and rises in a plume-like fashion, up to a
level above the flow outlet (11) (i.e., the portion above
the flow outlet) to be illuminated by the light source (5B) .
[0096] The light source (5A, 5B) may consist of RGB
LED lights that can be selected to impart a desired color,
for instance, red or orange hues to simulate flames and
smoke rising from a burning coal bed. Other colors hues
(from among approximately 16 million color hues) may
also be selected to be imparted, so long as the desired
color hues falls within the RGB LED light source’s color
space in regard of the RGB mixing.
[0097] The ultrasound mist generators (6A, 6B), the
mist chamber fans (3A, 3B), the air chamber fans (4A,
4B) and the RGB LED light sources (5A, 5B) are elec-
tronically connected to the electronic board present in
the flames/smoke simulating device of the flames/smoke
simulating system. A variation in speed (s) in the mist
chamber fans (3A, 3B) and/or air chamber fans (4A, 4B),
or a variation in the mixing of colors of the RGB LED light
sources (5A, 5B) may be controlled using the electronic
board via the use of tuning knobs. Higher speeds of the
mist chamber fans (3A, 3B) and air chamber fans (4A,
4B) effectively result in higher reached heights of the sim-
ulated flames/smoke when the exiting mist and exiting
air concur at the flow outlet (11). This imparts to an ob-
server the illusion of a relatively more intense burning
process which accordingly results in the higher reached
heights of the simulated flames/smoke.

Example 17 (Comparative example): Variation in speeds 
and/or operation of the mist chamber fans and air cham-
ber fans of the flames/smoke simulating system

[0098] In this example, for a flames/smoke simulating
system with a single extension device, the mist chamber
fans (3A, 3B) and the air chamber fans (4A, 4B) are both
in operation. The intensity of the simulated flames/smoke
is directly related to the speeds at which the mist chamber
fans (3A, 3B) and the air chamber fans (4A, 4B) operate

at, and the rate at which the mist generator chambers
(6A, 6B) produce mist: (i) reducing the speeds of the fans
(3A, 3B, 4A, 4B) produces an overall simulated flame (at
the portions above the flow outlet) with reduced intensity,
whilst (ii) increasing the speeds of all fans (3A, 3B, 4A,
4B) produces more pronounced simulated flames/smoke
(at the portions above the flow outlet (11)). In both these
instances, the movements of the simulated
flames/smoke are highly realistic due to the intense cou-
pling of both the exiting mist-air phase and exiting air
from the inclined outlets (12A, 12B) and straight out out-
lets (13A, 13B).
[0099] Comparatively, if the mist chamber fans (3A,
3B) operate whilst the air chamber fans (4A, 4B) do not
operate: (i) any slight reduction in the speeds of the mist
chamber fans (3A, 3B) (or the use of relatively lower
speeds) and/or lowering the rate at which the ultrasound
mist generators (6A, 6B) generate mist (or the selected
use of lower rates of producing mist) results in a collapsed
or collapsing curtain of mist at the portions above the flow
outlet (thereby producing mushroom-like plumes of
flames/smoke); (ii) increasing the speed of the operating
mist chamber fans (3A, 3B) and the rate at which the
ultrasound mist generators (6A, 6B) generate mist results
in greatly reduced simulated flames/smoke with very lim-
ited movement. The conditions as per the comparative
example aforementioned are only capable of unrealistic
and uncontrollable simulated flames/smoke and their re-
lated movements.

Example 18: Installation of a flames/smoke simulating 
system in a pedestal

[0100] The flow inlet (11) is located at the intersecting
junction of the top cover (7) and any side plate (8). The
flow outlet (17) is positioned at the top of the top cover
(7). The flow inlet (11) is slit-shaped, (e.g. as a slit-shaped
orifice as formed when the top cover and a side plate just
meet or overlap) and located at the intersections of the
top cover (7) and any side plate (8) (e.g. front, back side
plates). Air entering the flames/smoke simulating system
through the flow inlet (11) traverses a tortuous path be-
fore exiting from the straight out outlets (13A, 13B) or
inclined outlets (12A, 12B). When the flames/smoke sim-
ulating system is required to be installed within a pedestal
(9) (the pedestal may be a customized surface like a table
top or a sideboard), because of such positioning of the
flow inlet (11) as described (which requires the traversing
of a tortuous path in the flame simulating device when
the flow inlet is positioned as described), an aesthetically-
pleasing installation of the flames/smoke system can be
achieved in terms of not requiring additional air head-
space which traditionally is necessary for air to be drawn
in through a flow inlet.
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Example 19: Filling/draining process of the 
flames/smoke simulating system

[0101] In this example, the flames/smoke simulating
system consists of two fluid tanks (15A, 15B) and two
fluid pumps (fill pump and drain pump) as shown in Figure
12. The ultrasound mist generators (6A, 6B) are posi-
tioned within the fluid channels (10A, 10B) found within
the mist chambers (1A, 1B); a fluid outlet is positioned
close to each of the bottom of the fluid channels (10A,
10B); the top of the fluid tanks (15A, 15B) is each
equipped with a fluid top up point and a fluid tank cap
(22A, 22B) as shown in Figure 10, thereby facilitating
manual draining and/or addition of fluid into the fluid tanks
(15A, 15B) if desired. As shown in Figure 12, the fluid
channels (10A, 10B) and fluid tanks (15A, 15B) (of which
exemplarily each fluid tank is positioned at a level higher
than its corresponding fluid channel) are linked by a pipe-
line (for instance, fluid channel (10A) is linked by a pipe
to fluid tank (15A); furthermore, the fluid tanks (15A, 15B),
the fill pump, the drain pump and a fluid reservoir (as the
fluid source) are linked. The fluid inlet of the fluid tank
(15A) is, in order, connected to an anti-return valve and
the fill pump, thereby initially allowing the partial filling of
the fluid tank (15A) with fluid from the fluid reservoir when
desired. This fluid tank (15A) serves as a buffer volume
for filling the other fluid tank (15B) first, i.e., any overflow
fluid from the other as-filled fluid tank (15B) will subse-
quently fill the earlier fluid tank (15A) up to a level as
determined by a fluid level sensor.
[0102] Another fluid means to provide a recharge of
fluid into the fluid tanks (15A, 15B) is via a pipeline which
in order is connected to a solenoid valve, a flow control
valve, an anti-return valve, a pressure valve and a fluid
source tap; this allows for control of the fluid flow rate
and fluid pressure when supplied with fluid from the fluid
source tap. The fluid drain outlets of the fluid tanks (15A,
15B) are connected to a release valve (solenoid valve)
through a fluid release pipe; the fluid drain outlets located
close to the bottom of the fluid channels (10A, 10B) (with-
in the corresponding mist chambers (1A, 1B)) are each
connected to a release valve (solenoid valve) and are
linked to the drain pump. Suitably selecting/controlling
the flow rates and/or fluid pressures allows a flushing of
the fluid tanks (15A, 15B), fluid channels (10A, 10B) and
other related components when desired cleaning or
maintenance of the flames/smoke simulating system is
to be carried out. In addition, since the flames/smoke
simulating system allows a selection from various meth-
ods to top up the fluid tanks (15A, 15B) such flexibility
suitably allows the easily adaptable use of the
flames/smoke simulating system under a wide range of
plumbing considerations.

Example 20: Typical fluid level sensing within the 
flames/smoke simulating system

[0103] In this example, the flames/smoke simulating

system consists of a flames/smoke simulating device and
an extension device. Two fluid tanks (15A, 15B) are
present as depicted in Figure 12. The fluid channels (10A,
10B) and fluid tank (15A) of the flames/smoke simulating
system are each installed with a fluid level sensor; a refill
pipe is present from near the bottom of each of the fluid
channels (10A, 10B) (within each of the mist chambers
(1A, 1B)) and as connected to the fluid tanks (15A, 15B)
may each be provided with a solenoid valve to control
the fluid top up process within each mist chamber (1A,
1B); the fill pump, the fluid level sensors and as-men-
tioned solenoid valves for controlling the fluid top up proc-
ess are connected and electronically communicable with
the electronic board of the flames/smoke simulating de-
vice as present in the flames/smoke simulating system.
[0104] A solenoid valve controls the fluid flow in the
pipe from the fluid tanks (15A, 15B) to the mist chambers
(1A, 1B); the fluid level sensors in the fluid channels (10A,
10B) (within the mist chambers) work in tandem with the
solenoid valve and the levels of fluid in the fluid channels
(10A, 10B) to control the levels of fluid to a certain desired
level that is suitably ideal for the ultrasound mist gener-
ators (6A, 6B) (as correspondingly positioned within the
fluid channels (10A, 10B) to operate effectively. On the
other hand, the fluid level sensor (14) in the fluid tank
(15A) as shown in Figure 10 is able to detect a low fluid
level in the fluid tank (15A) and accordingly sends a signal
to the electronic board to further enable one of the fluid
sources (e.g. the fluid source tap or fluid reservoir) to be
activated for the refilling of fluid to be carried out. It is not
necessary to activate by hand the fill pump in the proc-
esses of refilling fluid, since a software application on a
mobile terminal or a remote control may be used to do
so. In addition, a smart programmable sequence may be
implemented through the electronic board to automati-
cally sense the levels of fluid in the fluid channels (10A,
10B) and fluid tank (15A), control the refilling/release of
fluid, the cleaning of the fluid channels (10A, 10B) and/or
fluid tank (15A) and other relevant components (e.g.
pipelines) of the flames/smoke simulating system.
[0105] In another example, as shown in Figure 13a,
Figure 13b and Figure 14, when the flames/smoke sim-
ulating system consists of a flames/smoke simulating de-
vice and two extension devices, three fluid tanks (15A,
15B, 15C) are present, as also depicted in Figure 16.
The fluid channels (10A, 10B, 10C) and fluid tank (15B)
of the flames/smoke simulating system are each installed
with a fluid level sensor. A refill pipe is present from near
the bottom of each of the fluid channels (10A, 10B, 10C)
(within each of the corresponding mist chambers (1A,
1B, 1C)) and as connected to the fluid tanks (15A, 15B,
15C) may each be provided with a solenoid valve to con-
trol the fluid top up process within each mist chamber
(1A, 1B, 1C); the fill pump, the fluid level sensors and as-
mentioned solenoid valves for controlling the fluid top up
process are connected and electronically communicable
with the electronic board present in the flames/smoke
simulating device as part of the flames/smoke simulating
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system.
[0106] Solenoid valves (shown in Figure 16) control
the fluid flow in the pipelines from the fluid tanks (15A,
15B, 15C) to the mist chambers (1A, 1B, 1C) through
one of the fluid tanks (15B); the fluid level sensors in the
fluid channels (10A, 10B, 10C) (i.e., within the mist cham-
bers (1A, 1B, 1C)) work in tandem with the solenoid
valves and the levels of fluid in the fluid channels (10A,
10B, 10C) to regulate these levels of fluid to a certain
desired level that is suitably ideal for the ultrasound mist
generators (as correspondingly positioned within the fluid
channels (10A, 10B, 10C)) to operate effectively. On the
other hand, the fluid level sensor in the fluid tank (15B)
is able to detect a low fluid level in the fluid tank (15A)
and accordingly sends a signal to the electronic board to
further enable one of the fluid sources (e.g. the fluid
source tap or fluid reservoir) to be activated for the refilling
of fluid to the fluid tanks (15A, 15B, 15C) to be carried
out. It is not necessary to activate by hand the fill pump
in the processes of refilling fluid, since a software appli-
cation on a mobile terminal or a remote control may be
used to do so. In addition, a smart programmable se-
quence may be implemented through the electronic
board to automatically sense levels of fluid in the fluid
channels (10A, 10B, 10C) and fluid tank (15B), control
the refilling/release of fluid and enable the cleaning (e.g.
flushing) of the fluid channels (10A, 10B, 10C) and/or the
fluid tanks (15A, 15B, 15C) and other relevant compo-
nents (e.g. pipelines) of the flames/smoke simulating sys-
tem.

Example 21: Maintenance/replacement of the ultrasound 
mist generators(s) within the flames/smoke simulating 
system

[0107] In a flames/smoke simulating system having a
flames/smoke simulating device and a single extension
device, and as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 9a, each of
the mist chambers (1A, 1B) correspondingly comprises
a mist generator chamber (21A or 21B) and a linkage
assembly (18); each linkage assembly (18) includes a
baseplate (18b) and linkage member (18a). The ultra-
sound mist generator is installed upon the baseplate
(18b); the linkage assembly (18) is reversibly detacha-
ble/installable from the corresponding mist generator
chamber (21A, 21B) below the mist generator chamber
cap (20A, 20B). A grove is present throughout the length
of the linkage member (18a) to accommodate water-
proofed electrical wiring and to allow it to be movable in
a vertical sliding fashion within the mist generator cham-
ber; the linkage member (18a) is attached to the base-
plate (18b) rigidly at one end; a handle (18c) may be
present at the other end. The handle may be positioned
near the opening of the mist generator chamber. The
mist generator cap (20A, 20B) may be used to rigidly
suppress the handle of the linkage member; since the
baseplate (18b) is in contact with the bottom of the mist
generator chamber, this therefore enables the linkage

assembly and the ultrasound mist generator also to be
securely held in position. When any of the ultrasound
mist generators is/are faulty or not operating normally,
the mist generator chamber cap (20A, 20B) may be re-
moved and the linkage member (18b) may be moved (via
use of the handle) in an upward sliding fashion to remove
the linkage assembly (18) and the relevant ultrasound
mist generator; the removed ultrasound mist generator
can thereafter be serviced or replaced, and the linkage
assembly together with the serviced or a replaced ultra-
sound mist generator reinstalled into the relevant mist
generator chamber.
[0108] In a flames/smoke simulating system having a
flames/smoke simulating device and two single exten-
sion devices, the procedures to maintenance/replace-
ment of the ultrasound mist generators(s) are similar to
the procedures of maintaining/replacing the ultrasound
mist generators mentioned earlier in the example.

Example 22: Dry contact switches of the flames/smoke 
simulating system

[0109] Exemplarily, the flames/smoke simulating sys-
tem includes a voltage supply; the voltage supply may
consist of a dry contact and a 24V dc power supply sock-
et. A fluid refill switch, a fluid release switch, a main power
switch and other switches present may be configured as
dry contacts to allow fluid refilling, fluid release and to
turn the main power supply to the flames/smoke simu-
lating system on or off.

Example 23: Filter layers of air chamber and mist cham-
ber fans within the flames/smoke simulating system

[0110] Exemplarily, the inlets to the air chamber fans
and mist chamber fans may each be fitted with a filter
layer. The filter layer can be fabricated from carbon fibers
or any suitable filter material (e.g. fabric or polymeric ma-
terial) and can fulfill the purpose of preventing dust and
dirt from directly entering the fans. In addition, each of
the filter layers also serves to physically damp noise as
generated by the rotational movements of the fans, thus
allowing a quiet operation of the flames/smoke simulating
system.

Example 24: Wireless control of the flames/smoke sim-
ulating system

[0111] Within the flames/smoke simulating system, the
electronic board of the flames/smoke simulating device
is equipped with a controller and a wireless communica-
tion module. The controller is able to communicate
through the wireless module with a mobile terminal end
or directly with a remote control device. The wireless
communication module may be Wi-Fi technology, Blue-
tooth technology or cellular data. The controller can be
used to synergistically control the various electrical
and/or electronic components of the flame simulating
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system via the wireless module, or through the use of a
remote control device.

Example 25: Uplift of exiting mist-air mix from mist cham-
ber by exiting air from air chamber within the 
flames/smoke simulating system

[0112] Exemplarily, in a flames/smoke simulating sys-
tem having a flames/smoke simulating device and a sin-
gle extension device, as shown in Figure 9a, the inclined
outlets (12A, 12B) of the mist chambers (1A, 1B) may
each be inclined at an angle, for example, between 30°-
70° with reference to the horizon. The exiting mist-air mix
(as generated within each of the mist chamber (1A, 1B))
requires to be lifted; the required lifting force is provided
by the air that exits from each of the straight out outlets
(13A, 13B) (Figure 9b) of the air chambers (2A, 2B),
thereby effecting a majorly vertical movement of each of
the exiting mist-air mix. In an example, each of the in-
clined outlets is inclined at an angle of 45° (with reference
to the horizon) and leans towards the side of each of its
corresponding air chamber (2A, 2B); the exiting air-mist
mix encounters the air from the straight out outlet (13A,
13B) and is lifted in an efficient manner to create a highly-
realistic simulation of flames/smoke. The simulated
flames/smoke may thereafter be illuminated by the cor-
responding light source (5A, 5B). The flames/smoke sim-
ulating system therefore creates a lengthened and pseu-
do-continuous row of simulated flames/smoke through
the uplift and illumination of the individual exiting mist-air
mix from the inclined outlets (12A, 12B).
[0113] In a flames/smoke simulating system having a
flames/smoke simulating device and two single exten-
sion devices (Figure 13b), the manner in which the exiting
air-mist mix from its inclined outlets (12A, 12B, 12C) en-
counters the air from its straight out outlets (13A, 13B,
13C) and is lifted in an efficient manner to create a highly-
realistic simulation of flames/smoke, is similar to the case
mentioned earlier in this example. In this way, a length-
ened and pseudo-continuous row of simulated
flames/smoke through the uplift and illumination of the
individual exiting mist-air mix from the inclined outlets
(12A, 12B, 12C) is also achievable.

Example 26: Illumination of the simulated flames/smoke 
of the flames/smoke simulating system

[0114] Exemplarily, in a flames/smoke simulating sys-
tem having a flames/smoke simulating device and a sin-
gle extension device, each of the light sources (5A, 5B)
includes an orange colored light bank and an RGB (Red-
Green-Blue) light bank. The orange light bank may con-
sist of multiple lights positioned at a level below the flow
outlet (17). The RGB light bank may consist of multiple
RGB lights, each having a selectable red, green or blue
channel. The RGB lights are also positioned at a level
below the flow outlet (17). In addition, the RGB light bank
may be suitably installed at a selectable angle of inclina-

tion between 30°- 70° (with reference to the horizon, and
further in which the lights of the RGB light bank point
towards the simulated flames/smoke), depending on the
distance between the flow outlet (17) and the position of
the relevant RGB light bank. The light rays from the lights
of the light banks may be of a dispersed form (e.g. through
the use of light diffusers) to allow the adequate illumina-
tion of the simulated flames/smoke to create highly real-
istic simulated flames/smoke.
[0115] Exemplarily, in a flames/smoke simulating sys-
tem having a flames/smoke simulating device and two
extension devices, each of the light sources (5A, 5B, 5C)
includes an orange colored light bank and an RGB (Red-
Green-Blue) light bank. The orange light bank may con-
sist of multiple lights positioned at a level below the flow
outlet (17). The RGB light bank may consist of multiple
RGB lights, each having a selectable red, green or blue
channel. The RGB lights are also positioned at a level
below the flow outlet (17). In addition, the RGB light bank
may be suitably installed at a selectable angle of inclina-
tion between 30°- 70° (with reference to the horizon, and
further in which the lights of the RGB light bank point
towards the simulated flames/smoke), depending on the
distance between the flow outlet (17) and the position of
the relevant RGB light bank. The light rays from the lights
of the light banks may be of a dispersed form (e.g. through
the use of modifiers like light diffusers) to allow the ade-
quate illumination of the simulated flames/smoke to cre-
ate highly realistic simulated flames/smoke.

Example 27: Illumination of the simulated flames/smoke 
using different color(s) within the flames/smoke simulat-
ing system

[0116] Exemplarily, the colors which can be selected
to illuminate the simulated flames/smoke of Example 26
above may be achieved by the mixing of the colors that
may be formed and mixed by any combination of red,
green, blue and/or orange. The colors of the simulated
flames/smoke may be controlled and selected using a
mobile end terminal or a remote control device. A relevant
application software may be provided at the mobile end
terminal or remote control device for this purpose. The
application software may allow one to select a suitable
red, green or blue channel by providing suitable selection
buttons. Exemplarily, the mobile end terminal may be a
mobile phone, a tablet device, or other suitable mobile
devices; for instance on a mobile phone, the software
application may provide a user interface which presents
multiple red, green and blue simulated buttons for selec-
tion.

Example 28: Control of the intensity of the simulated 
flames/smoke within the flames/smoke simulating sys-
tem

[0117] Exemplarily, a relevant application software
may be provided at the mobile end terminal or remote
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control device to allow the control of the desired intensity
of the simulated flames/smoke. The mobile end terminal
may be a mobile phone, a tablet device, or other suitable
mobile devices. The application software may be in the
form of a user interface that presents the options to con-
trol the speeds of any of the mist chamber fans and/or
air chamber fans, together with the possibility of control-
ling the rate at which mist is generated by any of the
ultrasound mist generators; the overall desired intensity
of the simulated flames/smoke may then be communi-
cated to and effected by the controller on the electronic
board within the system.

Example 29: Control of the colors and intensity of the 
simulated flames/smoke within the flames/smoke simu-
lating system

[0118] Exemplarily, both the color and the intensity of
the simulated flames/smoke may be controlled. A rele-
vant application software may be provided at the mobile
end terminal or remote control device to allow the control
of the desired color(s) and intensity of the simulated
flames/smoke. The mobile end terminal may be a mobile
phone, a tablet device, or other suitable mobile devices.

Example 30: Humidification/aromatherapy capability of 
the flames/smoke simulating system

[0119] Exemplarily, the mist-air mix as generated by
an operating flames/smoke simulating system creates
an environment with increased relative humidity; this may
be desirable to maintain a comfortable level of humidity
suitable for dry climates. Further exemplarily, an air fresh-
ener or fragrance essence may be added to any of the
fluid channels of the flames/smoke simulating system to
consequently create a pleasant aroma around the sur-
roundings external to the device.

Applications

[0120] The potential applications of the presently dis-
closed technology are wide-ranging and are described
below:

The flames/smoke simulating device or system pro-
vides a safe, convenient and clean means to simu-
late flames/smoke in a highly realistic manner, for
instance, in an indoor environment with strict building
fire safety codes. The use of such a flames/smoke
simulating device or system does not require special
considerations in regard of fire safety issues in the
indoor environment.

The flames/smoke simulating device or system may
also be used for humidifying an indoor environment
when dry climates are experienced (for instance, in
wintry conditions). Creating a higher level of relative
humidity may ensure comfort for certain groups of

persons who may be sensitive to the drying out of
the mucous membranes.

The flames/smoke simulating device or system may
also be used to allow an infusion of scents into its
surroundings. Such scents may create a relaxing en-
vironment for one to be relieved of stress.

[0121] It will be apparent that various other modifica-
tions and adaptations of the invention will be apparent to
the person skilled in the art after reading the foregoing
disclosure without departing from the scope of the inven-
tion defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A flames/smoke simulating device having an outer
covering, an ultrasound mist generator (6), a mist
chamber (1) and a mist chamber fan (3), an air cham-
ber (2), a light source (5), and an electronic board;
wherein the outer covering comprises a flow outlet
(17) and a flow inlet (11); said ultrasound mist gen-
erator is positioned within the mist chamber; said
mist chamber fan is positioned on the mist chamber;
said mist chamber contains an inclined outlet (12);
said air chamber contains a straight out outlet (13);
said flow inlet, mist chamber and inclined outlet are
hydraulically linked; said inclined outlet and straight
out outlet concur within the flow outlet; the portion
above the flow outlet configured to be illuminated by
the light source;
said electronic board is electronically connected to
the ultrasound mist generator, mist chamber fan (3)
and light source; the flow outlet (17) is positioned on
a top cover (7) of the outer covering, characterized
in that the flames/smoke simulating device further
comprises an air chamber fan (4); said air chamber
fan (4) is positioned on the air chamber (2); said flow
inlet (11), air chamber (2) and straight out outlet (13)
are hydraulically linked; said electronic board is fur-
ther connected to the air chamber fan (4); the flow
inlet (11) is positioned at the meeting or overlap of
the top cover (7) and a side plate (8) of the outer
covering;

2. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 1,

wherein the mist chamber comprises a mist gen-
erating chamber (21) and linkage assembly
(18), wherein the linkage assembly comprises
a baseplate (18b) and linkage member (18a),
further wherein the ultrasound mist generator is
positioned on the baseplate, yet further wherein
the linkage assembly is detachably installed
within the mist chamber; or optionally
wherein the inclined outlet is inclined at an angle
between 30° - 70° with reference to the horizon.
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3. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 1, fur-
ther comprising of a fluid tank (15) and at least a fluid
pump.

4. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 3,
wherein the ultrasound mist generator (6) is posi-
tioned within the fluid channel (10) of the mist cham-
ber (1); further wherein the bottom position of the
fluid channel comprises a fluid flow opening; said
fluid channel (10) and fluid tank (15) are linked by a
pipe connected to the fluid flow opening; yet further
wherein the fluid tank (15) is separately linked to the
at least one fluid pump and/or a fluid source.

5. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 4,
wherein the fluid channel (10) and fluid tank (15)
each contains a fluid level sensor; further wherein
said pipe is installed with a refill valve (16); yet further
wherein said at least one fluid pump, fluid level sen-
sors and refill valve (16) are electronically connected
to the electronic board.

6. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 4,
wherein the electronic board contains a controller
and wireless module, further wherein the controller
may either be connected to a mobile end terminal
via the wireless module, or connected directly with
a remote control device.

7. The flames/smoke simulating device of claim 1, fur-
ther comprising at least one extension module,
wherein:

said electronic board is electronically connected
to the ultrasound mist generator, mist chamber
fan, air chamber fan and light source, and ex-
tension module;
the extension module comprising one or more
extension devices, wherein each extension de-
vice is characterized by having an ultrasound
mist generator, a mist chamber and a mist cham-
ber fan, an air chamber and an air chamber fan,
and a light source, herein said ultrasound mist
generator is positioned within the mist chamber
herein said; herein said mist chamber fan is po-
sitioned on the herein said mist chamber; further
wherein the mist chamber herein said contains
an inclined outlet; herein said air chamber fan
is positioned on the air chamber herein said; fur-
ther wherein the mist chamber said herein con-
tains a straight out outlet; herein said flow inlet,
herein said mist chamber and herein said in-
clined outlet are hydraulically linked; herein said
flow inlet, herein said air chamber and herein
said straight out outlet are hydraulically linked;
herein said inclined outlet and herein said
straight out outlet concur within the herein said
flow outlet (17); the portion above the herein said

flow outlet can be illuminated by the herein said
light source.

8. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 7,
wherein the flow inlet (11) is positioned at the meet-
ing or overlap of the top cover (7) and a side plate
(8) of the outer covering; further wherein the flow
outlet (17) is also positioned on the top cover (7); or
optionally wherein each of the mist chambers com-
prises a mist generating chamber and linkage as-
sembly (18), wherein the linkage assembly each
comprising of a baseplate (18b) and linkage member
(18a), further wherein each of the ultrasound mist
generators is correspondingly positioned on each of
the corresponding baseplates, yet further wherein
each of the linkage assemblies is detachably in-
stalled within the corresponding mist generating
chambers; or optionally
wherein each of the inclined outlets is inclined at an
angle between 30° - 70° with reference to the hori-
zon.

9. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 7,
wherein the flames/smoke simulating device and the
one or more extension devices each further compris-
ing a fluid tank, further wherein the fluid tank of the
flames/smoke simulating device is hydraulically
linked to both at least one fluid pump, and the fluid
tank or tanks of the one or more extension devices.

10. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 9,
wherein each of the ultrasound mist generators of
the flames/smoke simulating device and the one or
more extension devices is positioned within each of
the fluid channels of the corresponding mist chamber
or chambers in the flames/smoke simulating device
and the one or more extension devices; further
wherein the bottom position of each of the fluid chan-
nels comprises a fluid outlet; each of the said fluid
channels and each corresponding fluid tank are
linked by pipelines connected to each of the fluid flow
openings; yet further wherein the fluid tank of the
flames/smoke simulating device and a fluid source
are each linked.

11. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 10,
wherein each of the fluid channels and at least one
of the fluid tanks each contains a fluid level sensor;
further wherein the said pipelines are installed with
at least one solenoid valve; yet further wherein the
at least one fluid pump, fluid level sensors and at
least one solenoid valve are connected to the elec-
tronic board.

12. The flames/smoke simulating device of Claim 7,
wherein the electronic board contains a controller
and wireless module, further wherein the controller
may either be connected to a mobile end terminal
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via the wireless module, or connected directly with
a remote control device.

13. A method of simulating flames/smoke using the
flames/smoke simulating device as defined in Claim
4, comprising the following steps:

(a) Filling the fluid channel with fluid;
(b) Allowing a portion of the air that enters the
flow inlet of the flames/smoke simulating device
to push mist out of the mist chamber through the
inclined outlet;
(c) Allowing the remaining portion of the air en-
tering the flow inlet to exit from the straight out
outlet;
(d) Allowing the mist-air exiting the inclined out-
let to mix with the exiting air from the straight out
outlet to form a resulting lifted mixture, and
(e) Illuminating the resulting lifted mixture using
the light source to form simulated flames/smoke.

14. A method of simulating flames/smoke according to
Claim 13, further comprising the following step:
(f) Selectively controlling the strength and/or color of
the formed simulated flames/smoke wirelessly via a
mobile end terminal or a remote control device.

Patentansprüche

1. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung mit einer
äußeren Abdeckung, einem Ultraschall-Nebelgene-
rator (6), einer Nebelkammer (1) und einem Nebel-
kammergebläse (3), einer Luftkammer (2), einer
Lichtquelle (5) und einer elektronischen Leiterplatte;
wobei die äußere Abdeckung einen Strömungsaus-
lass (17) und einen Strömungseinlass (11) umfasst;
der Ultraschall-Nebelgenerator innerhalb der Nebel-
kammer positioniert ist; das Nebelkammergebläse
in der Nebelkammer positioniert ist; die Nebelkam-
mer einen geneigten Auslass (12) enthält, die Luft-
kammer einen geraden Auslass (13) enthält; der
Strömungseinlass, die Nebelkammer und der ge-
neigte Auslass hydraulisch verbunden sind; der ge-
neigte Auslass und der gerade Auslass mit dem Strö-
mungsauslass zusammenlaufen; der Abschnitt über
dem Strömungsauslass konfiguriert ist, um von der
Lichtquelle beleuchtet zu sein; die elektronische Lei-
terplatte elektronisch mit dem Ultraschall-Nebelge-
nerator, dem Nebelkammergebläse (3) und der
Lichtquelle verbunden ist; der Strömungsauslass
(17) auf einer oberen Abdeckung (7) der äußeren
Abdeckung positioniert ist, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrich-
tung weiter ein Luftkammergebläse (4) umfasst; das
Luftkammergebläse (4) auf der Luftkammer (2) po-
sitioniert ist; der Strömungseinlass (11), die Luftkam-
mer (2) und der gerade Auslass (13) hydraulisch ver-

bunden sind; die elektronische Leiterplatte weiter mit
dem Luftkammergebläse (4) verbunden ist; der Strö-
mungseinlass (11) am Zusammentreffen oder der
Überlappung der oberen Abdeckung (7) und einer
Seitenplatte (8) der äußeren Abdeckung positioniert
ist.

2. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 1,
wobei die Nebelkammer eine Nebelerzeugungs-
kammer (21) und eine Verbindungsanordnung (18)
umfasst, wobei die Verbindungsanordnung eine Ba-
sisplatte (18b) und ein Verbindungselement (18a)
umfasst, weiter wobei der Ultraschall-Nebelgenera-
tor auf der Basisplatte positioniert ist, noch weiter
wobei die Verbindungsanordnung entfernbar inner-
halb der Nebelkammer installiert ist; oder optional
wobei der geneigte Auslass in einem Winkel zwi-
schen 30° - 70° mit Bezug auf den Horizont geneigt
ist.

3. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 1, weiter umfassend einen Fluidtank (15) und
mindestens eine Fluidpumpe.

4. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 3, wobei der Ultraschall-Nebelgenerator (6),
innerhalb des Fluidkanals (10) der Nebelkammer (1)
positioniert ist; weiter wobei die untere Position des
Fluidkanals eine Fluidströmungsöffnung umfasst,
wobei der Fluidkanal (10) und der Fluidtank (15)
durch ein Rohr verbunden sind, das mit der Fluid-
strömungsöffnung verbunden ist; noch weiter wobei
der Fluidtank (15) getrennt mit der mindestens einen
Fluidpumpe und/oder einer Fluidquelle verbunden
ist.

5. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 4, wobei der Fluidkanal (10) und der Fluidtank
(15) jeweils einen Fluidniveausensor enthalten; wei-
ter wobei das Rohr mit einem Nachfüllventil (16) in-
stalliert ist; noch weiter wobei die mindestens eine
Fluidpumpe, Fluidniveausensoren und das Nachfüll-
ventil (16) elektronisch mit der elektronischen Lei-
terplatte verbunden sind.

6. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 4, wobei die elektronische Leiterplatte eine
Steuervorrichtung und ein drahtloses Modul enthält,
weiter wobei die Steuervorrichtung entweder an ein
mobiles Endgerät über das drahtlose Modul verbun-
den sein kann oder direkt mit einer Fernsteuervor-
richtung verbunden sein kann.

7. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 1, weiter umfassend mindestens ein Erwei-
terungsmodul, wobei:
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die elektronische Leiterplatte elektronisch mit
dem Ultraschall-Nebelgenerator, dem Nebel-
kammergebläse, dem Luftkammergebläse und
der Lichtquelle und dem Erweiterungsmodul
verbunden ist;
wobei das Erweiterungsmodul eine oder meh-
rere Erweiterungsvorrichtungen umfasst, wobei
jede Erweiterungsvorrichtung dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet ist, dass sie einen Ultraschall-
Nebelgenerator, eine Nebelkammer und ein Ne-
belkammergebläse, eine Luftkammer und ein
Luftkammergebläse und eine Lichtquelle auf-
weist, hier der Ultraschall-Nebelgenerator in-
nerhalb der Nebelkammer positioniert ist; hier
das Nebelkammergebläse auf der hier angege-
benen Nebelkammer positioniert ist; weiter wo-
bei die hier angegebene Nebelkammer einen
geneigten Auslass enthält; hier das Luftkam-
mergebläse auf der hier angegebenen Luftkam-
mer positioniert ist; weiter wobei die hier ange-
gebene Nebelkammer einen geraden Auslass
enthält; der hier angegebene Strömungsein-
lass, die hier angegebene Nebelkammer und
der hier angegebene geneigte Auslass hydrau-
lisch verbunden sind; der hier angegebene Strö-
mungseinlass, die hier angegebene Luftkam-
mer und der hier angegebene gerade Auslass
hydraulisch verbunden sind; der hier angegebe-
ne geneigte Auslass und der hier angegebene
gerade Auslass innerhalb des hier angegebe-
nen Strömungsauslasses (17) zusammenlau-
fen, der Abschnitt über dem hier angegebenen
Strömungsauslass durch die hier angegebene
Lichtquelle beleuchtet werden kann.

8. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 7, wobei der Strömungseinlass (11) am Zu-
sammentreffen oder der Überlappung der oberen
Abdeckung (7) und einer Seitenplatte (8) der äuße-
ren Abdeckung positioniert ist; weiter wobei der Strö-
mungsauslass (17) auch auf der oberen Abdeckung
(7) positioniert ist; oder optional wobei jede der Ne-
belkammern eine Nebelerzeugungskammer und ei-
ne Verbindungsanordnung (18) umfasst, wobei die
Verbindungsanordnung jeweils eine Basisplatte
(18b) und ein Verbindungselement (18a) umfasst,
weiter wobei jeder der Ultraschall-Nebelgeneratoren
entsprechend an jeder der entsprechenden Basis-
platten positioniert ist, noch weiter wobei jede der
Verbindungsanordnungen entfernbar innerhalb der
entsprechenden Nebelerzeugungskammern instal-
liert ist; oder optional wobei jeder der geneigten Aus-
lässe in einem Winkel zwischen 30° - 70° mit Bezug
auf den Horizont geneigt ist.

9. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 7, wobei die Flammen/Rauch-Simulations-
vorrichtung und die eine oder die mehreren Erwei-

terungsvorrichtungen jeweils weiter einen Fluidtank
umfassen, weiter wobei der Fluidtank der Flam-
men/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung hydraulisch mit
sowohl mindestens einer Fluidpumpe als auch dem
Fluidtank oder Fluidtanks der einen oder der meh-
reren Erweiterungsvorrichtungen verbunden ist.

10. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 9, wobei jeder der Ultraschall-Nebelgenera-
toren der Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung
und die eine oder die mehreren Erweiterungsvorrich-
tungen innerhalb jedes der Fluidkanäle der entspre-
chenden Nebelkammer oder Nebelkammern in der
Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung und der ei-
nen oder der mehreren Erweiterungsvorrichtungen
positioniert sind; weiter wobei die untere Position je-
des der Fluidkanäle einen Fluidauslass umfasst; je-
der der Fluidkanäle und jeder entsprechende Fluid-
tank durch Pipelines mit jeder der Fluidströmungs-
öffnungen verbunden ist; noch weiter wobei der Flu-
idtank der Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung
und eine Fluidquelle jeweils verbunden sind.

11. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 10, wobei jeder der Fluidkanäle und mindes-
tens einer der Fluidtanks jeweils einen Fluidniveau-
sensor enthält; weiter wobei die Pipelines mit min-
destens einem Magnetventil installiert sind; noch
weiter wobei die mindestens eine Fluidpumpe, Flu-
idniveausensoren und mindestens ein Magnetventil
mit der elektronischen Leiterplatte verbunden sind.

12. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 7, wobei die elektronische Leiterplatte eine
Steuervorrichtung und ein drahtloses Modul enthält,
weiter wobei die Steuervorrichtung entweder an ein
mobiles Endgerät über das drahtlose Modul verbun-
den sein kann oder direkt mit einer Fernsteuervor-
richtung verbunden sein kann.

13. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsverfahren, das die
Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsvorrichtung verwen-
det, wie in Anspruch 4 definiert, umfassend die fol-
genden Schritte:

(a) Befüllen des Fluidkanals mit Fluid;
(b) Ermöglichen, dass ein Teil der Luft, der in
den Strömungseinlass der Flammen/Rauch-Si-
mulationsvorrichtung eintritt, Nebel aus der Ne-
belkammer durch den geneigten Auslass
schiebt.
(c) Ermöglichen, dass der verbleibende Teil der
Luft, der in den Strömungseinlass eintritt, aus
dem geraden Auslass austritt;
(d) Ermöglichen, dass sich die Nebel-Luft, die
aus dem geneigten Auslass austritt, mit der aus-
tretenden Luft aus dem geraden Auslass mischt,
um eine sich ergebende gehobene Mischung zu
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bilden, und
(e) Beleuchten der sich ergebenden gehobenen
Mischung unter Verwendung der Lichtquelle,
um simulierte(n) Flammen/Rauch zu bilden.

14. Flammen/Rauch-Simulationsverfahren nach An-
spruch 13, weiter umfassend den folgenden Schritt:

(f) Selektives Steuern der Stärke und/oder Far-
be der/des gebildeten simulierten Flam-
men/Rauchs drahtlos über ein mobiles Endge-
rät oder eine Fernsteuervorrichtung.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée compor-
tant une couverture extérieure, un générateur de
brouillard à ultrasons (6), une chambre de brumisa-
tion (1) et un ventilateur de chambre de brumisation
(3), une chambre à air (2), une source de lumière
(5), et une carte électronique ; dans lequel la cou-
verture extérieure comprend une sortie d’écoule-
ment (17) et une entrée d’écoulement (11) ; ledit gé-
nérateur de brouillard à ultrasons est positionné à
l’intérieur de la chambre de brumisation ; ledit ven-
tilateur de chambre de brumisation est positionné
sur la chambre de brumisation ; ladite chambre de
brumisation contient une sortie inclinée (12) ; ladite
chambre à air contient une sortie directe (13) ; les-
dites entrée d’écoulement, chambre de brumisation
et sortie inclinée sont reliées hydrauliquement ; les-
dites sortie inclinée et sortie directe convergent à
l’intérieur de la sortie d’écoulement ; la partie au-des-
sus de la sortie d’écoulement est conçue pour être
éclairée par la source de lumière ; ladite carte élec-
tronique est connectée électroniquement au géné-
rateur de brouillard à ultrasons, au ventilateur de la
chambre de brumisation (3) et à la source de
lumière ; la sortie d’écoulement (17) est positionnée
sur un couvercle supérieur (7) de la couverture ex-
térieure, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de si-
mulation de flammes/fumée comprend en outre un
ventilateur de chambre à air (4) ; ledit ventilateur de
chambre à air (4) est positionné sur la chambre à air
(2) ; lesdites entrée d’écoulement (11), chambre à
air (2) et sortie directe (13) sont reliées
hydrauliquement ; ladite carte électronique est en
outre connectée au ventilateur de chambre à air (4) ;
l’entrée d’écoulement (11) est positionnée à la ren-
contre ou au niveau du chevauchement du couvercle
supérieur (7) et de la plaque latérale (8) de la cou-
verture extérieure.

2. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel la chambre de brumi-
sation comprend une chambre de génération de
brouillard (21) et un ensemble de liaison (18), dans

lequel l’ensemble de liaison comprend une plaque
de base (18b) et un élément de liaison (18a), dans
lequel, en outre, le générateur de brouillard à ultra-
sons est positionné sur la plaque de base, en outre
encore dans lequel l’ensemble de liaison est installé
de manière amovible à l’intérieur de la chambre de
brumisation ; ou éventuellement dans lequel la sortie
inclinée est inclinée d’un angle compris entre 30° et
70° par rapport à l’horizon.

3. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 1, comprenant en outre un réservoir
de fluide (15) et au moins une pompe à fluide.

4. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 3, dans lequel le générateur de
brouillard à ultrasons (6) est positionné à l’intérieur
du canal de fluide (10) de la chambre de brumisation
(1) ; dans lequel, en outre, la position inférieure du
canal de fluide comprend une ouverture d’écoule-
ment de fluide ; lesdits canal de fluide (10) et réser-
voir de fluide (15) sont reliés par un tuyau relié à
l’ouverture d’écoulement de fluide ; en outre encore
dans lequel le réservoir de fluide (15) est relié sépa-
rément à l’au moins une pompe à fluide et/ou à une
source de fluide.

5. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 4, dans lequel le canal de fluide (10)
et le réservoir de fluide (15) contiennent chacun un
capteur de niveau de fluide ; dans lequel en outre
ledit tuyau est installé avec une vanne de remplis-
sage (16) ; en outre encore dans lequel ladite au
moins une pompe à fluide, les capteurs de niveau
de fluide et la vanne de remplissage (16) sont con-
nectés électroniquement à la carte électronique.

6. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 4, dans lequel la carte électronique
contient un contrôleur et un module sans fil, dans
lequel, en outre, le contrôleur peut être soit connecté
à un terminal mobile par l’intermédiaire du module
sans fil, soit connecté directement à un dispositif de
télécommande.

7. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 1, comprenant en outre au moins un
module d’extension, dans lequel :

ladite carte électronique est connectée électro-
niquement au générateur de brouillard à ultra-
sons, au ventilateur de chambre de brumisation,
au ventilateur de chambre à air et à la source
de lumière et au module d’extension ;
le module d’extension comprenant un ou plu-
sieurs dispositifs d’extension, dans lequel cha-
que dispositif d’extension est caractérisé en ce
qu’il comporte un générateur de brouillard à ul-
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trasons, une chambre de brumisation et un ven-
tilateur de chambre de brumisation, une cham-
bre à air et un ventilateur de chambre à air, et
une source de lumière, ledit générateur de
brouillard à ultrasons est positionné à l’intérieur
de ladite chambre de brumisation ; ledit ventila-
teur de chambre de brumisation est positionné
sur ladite chambre de brumisation ; dans lequel,
en outre, ladite chambre de brumisation contient
une sortie inclinée ; ledit ventilateur de chambre
à air est positionné sur ladite chambre à air ;
dans lequel, en outre, ladite chambre de brumi-
sation contient une sortie directe ; ladite entrée
d’écoulement, ladite chambre de brumisation et
ladite sortie inclinée sont reliées
hydrauliquement ; ladite entrée d’écoulement,
ladite chambre à air et ladite sortie directe sont
reliées hydrauliquement ; ladite sortie inclinée
et ladite sortie directe convergent à l’intérieur de
ladite sortie d’écoulement (17) ; la partie au-des-
sus de ladite sortie d’écoulement peut être éclai-
rée par ladite source de lumière.

8. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 7, dans lequel l’entrée d’écoulement
(11) est positionnée à la rencontre ou au niveau du
chevauchement du couvercle supérieur (7) et d’une
plaque latérale (8) de la couverture extérieure; dans
lequel, en outre, la sortie d’écoulement (17) est éga-
lement positionnée sur le couvercle supérieur (7) ;
ou éventuellement dans lequel chacune des cham-
bres de brumisation comprend une chambre de gé-
nération de brouillard et un ensemble de liaison (18),
dans lequel chaque ensemble de liaison comprend
une plaque de base (18b) et un élément de liaison
(18a), dans lequel, en outre, chacun des générateurs
de brouillard à ultrasons est positionné de manière
correspondante sur chacune des plaques de base
correspondantes, en outre encore dans lequel cha-
cun des ensembles de liaison est installé de manière
amovible à l’intérieur des chambres de génération
de brouillard correspondantes ; ou éventuellement
dans lequel chacune des sorties inclinées est incli-
née d’un angle compris entre 30° et 70° par rapport
à l’horizon.

9. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 7, dans lequel le dispositif de simula-
tion de flammes/fumée et le ou les dispositifs d’ex-
tension comprennent chacun, en outre, un réservoir
de fluide, dans lequel, en outre, le réservoir de fluide
du dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée est re-
lié hydrauliquement à la fois à l’au moins une pompe
à fluide, et au(x) réservoir(s) de fluide du ou des dis-
positifs d’extension.

10. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 9, dans lequel chacun des généra-

teurs de brouillard à ultrasons du dispositif de simu-
lation de flammes/fumée et du ou des dispositifs
d’extension est positionné à l’intérieur de chacun des
canaux de fluide de la chambre ou des chambres de
brumisation correspondantes dans le dispositif de
simulation de flammes/fumée et le ou les dispositifs
d’extension ; dans lequel, en outre, la position infé-
rieure de chacun des canaux de fluide comprend
une sortie de fluide ; chacun desdits canaux de fluide
et chaque réservoir de fluide correspondant sont re-
liés par des conduites reliées à chacune des ouver-
tures d’écoulement de fluide ; en outre encore dans
lequel le réservoir de fluide du dispositif de simula-
tion de flammes/fumée et une source de fluide sont
chacun liés.

11. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 10, dans lequel chacun des canaux
de fluide et au moins un des réservoirs de fluide con-
tiennent chacun un capteur de niveau de fluide ;
dans lequel, en outre, lesdites conduites sont instal-
lées avec au moins une électrovanne ; en outre en-
core dans lequel l’au moins une pompe à fluide, les
capteurs de niveau de fluide et au moins une élec-
trovanne sont connectés à la carte électronique.

12. Dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 7, dans lequel la carte électronique
contient un contrôleur et un module sans fil, dans
lequel, en outre, le contrôleur peut être soit connecté
à un terminal mobile par l’intermédiaire du module
sans fil, soit connecté directement à un dispositif de
télécommande.

13. Procédé de simulation de flammes/fumée utilisant
le dispositif de simulation de flammes/fumée tel que
défini dans la revendication 4, comprenant les éta-
pes suivantes :

(a) Remplir le canal de fluide avec du fluide ;
(b) Permettre à une partie de l’air qui pénètre
dans l’entrée d’écoulement du dispositif de si-
mulation de flammes/fumée de pousser le
brouillard hors de la chambre de brumisation à
travers la sortie inclinée ;
(c) Permettre à la partie restante de l’air entrant
dans l’entrée d’écoulement de sortir par la sortie
directe ;
(d) Permettre à l’air-brouillard sortant de la sortie
inclinée de se mélanger avec l’air sortant de la
sortie directe pour former un mélange soulevé
résultant, et
(e) Éclairer le mélange soulevé résultant à l’aide
de la source de lumière pour former des flam-
mes/fumée simulées.

14. Procédé de simulation de flammes/fumée selon la
revendication 13, comprenant en outre l’étape
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suivante :

(f) Contrôler sélectivement l’intensité et/ou la
couleur des flammes/fumée simulées formées
sans fil par l’intermédiaire d’un terminal mobile
ou d’un dispositif de télécommande.
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